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USING EXISTING VEHICLE PROXIMITY SENSORS FOR
REMOTE MAPPING OF EMPTY PARKING SPACES
ABSTRACT
A vehicle (e.g., automobile, motorcycle, a bus, a recreational vehicle (RV), a semi-trailer
truck, a tractor or other type of farm equipment, a train, a plane, a helicopter, etc.) often has
proximity sensors to detect adjacent objects. A head unit of the vehicle may use sensor data such
as proximity sensor data to detect an empty parking space. The head unit may then report the
detected empty parking space to a cloud computing system, such as a mapping service. Data
from multiple vehicles may be used to crowd source a relatively detailed understanding of the
amount of empty parking spaces in a region. The mapping service may provide mapping
information, including the empty parking space information, to the head unit and other devices.

DESCRIPTION
FIG. 1 below is a conceptual diagram of a system 10 including a head unit 100 of a
vehicle (e.g., an automobile, a motorcycle, a bus, a recreational vehicle (RV), a semi-trailer
truck, a tractor or other type of farm equipment, a train, a plane, a helicopter, etc.), an optional
associated computing device 120 (e.g., a smartphone, a tablet computer, smartglasses, a
smartwatch, a portable gaming system, a laptop computer, etc.) owned by the same user, and a
cloud computing system implementing a mapping service 105. As shown in FIG. 1, head unit
100 includes one or more processors 102, a display 104, one or more communication
components 106 (“COMM components 106”), one or more microphones 108, one or more
speakers 110, and one or more storage devices 112. As further shown in FIG. 1, computing
device 120 includes one or more processors 122, a display 124, one or more communication
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components 126 (“COMM components 126”), one or more microphones 128, one or more
speakers 130, and one or more storage devices 132.
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One or more components (e.g., processors 102, display 104, COMM components 106,
microphones 108, speakers 110, storage devices 112, etc.) of head unit 100 may be substantially
similar to one or more components (e.g., processors 122, display 124, COMM components 126,
microphones 128, speakers 130, storage devices 132, etc.) of second computing device 120. As
such, the description of one may apply equally to the other except for any differences described
herein.
Head unit 100 may operate to assist, inform, entertain, or otherwise provide for
interactions with one or more occupants of a vehicle. Head unit 100 may represent an integrated
head unit that provides a user interface (UI), such as a voice user interface (VUI), a graphical
user interface (GUI), etc. In general, head unit 100 may control one or more vehicle systems,
such as a heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system, a lighting system (for
controlling interior and/or exterior lights), an infotainment system, a seating system (for
controlling a position of a driver and/or passenger seat), etc.
Processors 102 may implement functionality and/or execute instructions associated with
head unit 100. Examples of processors 102 may include one or more of an application specific
integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), an application processor, a
display controller, an auxiliary processor, a central processing unit (CPU), a graphics processing
unit (GPU), one or more sensor hubs, and any other hardware configure to function as a
processor, a processing unit, or a processing device. Processors 102 may retrieve and execute
instructions stored by storage devices 112 that cause processors 102 to perform the operations
described in this disclosure.
Display 104 of head unit 100 may be a presence-sensitive display that functions as an
input device and as an output device. For example, display 104 may function as an input device
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using a presence-sensitive input component, such as a resistive touchscreen, a surface acoustic
wave touchscreen, a pressure-sensitive screen, an acoustic pulse recognition touchscreen, or
another presence-sensitive display technology. Additionally, display 104 may function as an
output (e.g., display) device using any of one or more display components, such as a liquid
crystal display (LCD), dot matrix display, light emitting diode (LED) display, active-matrix
organic light-emitting diode (AMOLED) display, etc.
COMM components 106 of head unit 100 may include wireless communication devices
capable of transmitting and/or receiving communication signals, such as a cellular radio, a 3G
radio, a 4G radio, a 5G radio, a Bluetooth® radio (or any other PAN radio), an NFC radio, or a
Wi-Fi™ radio (or any other wireless local area network (WLAN) radio). COMM components
106 may be configured to send and receive information via a network (e.g., a local area network
(LAN), wide area network (WAN), a global network, such as the Internet, etc.).
Storage devices 112 of head unit 100 may include one or more computer-readable storage
media. For example, storage devices 112 may be configured for long-term, as well as short-term
storage of information, such as instructions, data, or other information used by head unit 100. In
some examples, storage devices 112 may include non-volatile storage elements. Examples of
such non-volatile storage elements include magnetic hard discs, optical discs, solid state discs,
etc. Examples of volatile memory devices include random-access memories (RAM), dynamic
random-access memories (DRAM), static random-access memories (SRAM), etc.
As shown in FIG. 1, storage devices 112 may include an operating system 114 (“OS
114”) that provides an execution environment for one or more applications, such as applications
137. OS 114 may represent a multi-threaded operating system or a single-threaded operating
system.
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The head unit 100 may obtain data from vehicle sensor(s) 101. The vehicle sensor(s) 101
may include cameras, proximity sensors, and other sensor types. Proximity sensors, also known
as parking sensors, are devices typically located on the bumpers and/or sides of a vehicle to
assist the driver when parking. Proximity sensors measure proximity to an object and are
typically used to alert the driver if they get too close to the object. Proximity sensors may be
ultrasonic (sonar), electromagnetic, or use some other mechanism. Cameras may be video
cameras such as specialized bumper cameras.
As described below, head unit 100 of the vehicle may use sensor data from the vehicle
sensor(s) 101 to detect an empty parking space and report the empty parking space to a mapping
service 105. The mapping service 105 may pool this empty parking space information from
many vehicles and produce a map showing empty parking spaces for use by multiple users.
Parking application 141 at head unit 100 or parking application 139 at associated
computing device 120 may allow a user to opt-in to allow the use of the vehicle sensor(s) 101 to
detect empty parking spaces. The mapping service 105 may benefit users who opt-in by
providing full visibility of other opt-in users’ donated parking space data.
Parking data collection application 143 at the head unit 100 may produce a “space
emptiness” score. The mapping service 105 may pool such scores from multiple vehicles to
produce a map indicating empty parking spots. For example, the mapping service 105 may
produce a heatmap overlay of available parking spaces at a given time. The mapping service 105
may provide the map indicating empty parking spots to the parking application 139 at computing
device 120 and/or parking application 141 at head unit for presentation in display 124 or 104.
The vehicles will typically not detect all empty parking spaces in a region; thus, the
estimated available parking spaces known by the mapping service 105 will be a lower bound on
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the actual number of parking spaces available. However, it is typically better to know that there
is some availability than not to have any information until the user arrives at the destination.

204

202

FIG. 2
FIG. 2 above shows an example where the blue car 202 is a vehicle that has opted-in to
the parking system. The red car 204 is not part of the parking system.
In this example, blue car 202 may use vehicle sensor(s) 101 to confirm the availability of
adjacent parking spaces. Vehicle sensor(s) 101 may include cameras used for assisted driving.
These cameras may check lane properties and determine whether there is a valid parking spot to
the left or the right. Valid parking spots may be occupied or unoccupied.
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Third case

FIG. 3
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FIG. 3 shows three cases for the lanes around a vehicle.
The first case in FIG. 3 has the front line or curb stretch beyond the two side lane lines.
Thus, both the left and right spaces to the side of the vehicle are valid parking spots. (The valid
parking spots may or may not be occupied.)
The second case of FIG. 3 shows the front line or curb stretching beyond the right lane
line but not the left lane line. In the second case, there is a valid parking spot on the right side but
not the left side of the vehicle.
The third case of FIG. 3 shows the front line or curb stretching beyond the left lane line
but not the right lane line. In the third case, there is a valid parking spot on the left side but not
the right side of the vehicle.
The vehicle may use the camera to obtain images. A line fitting engine in the parking
data collection application 143 may determine the lane lines. Parking data collection application
143 may check the above three conditions and may thus determine left or right parking space
validity.
Parking data collection application 143 may activate the side proximity sensors to check
whether vehicles occupy any valid parking spot.
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FIG. 4
In FIG. 4, the proximity sensor of vehicle 202 may produce a high left proximity score
because vehicle 204 occupies the left space. The proximity sensor may produce a low right
proximity score since there is no vehicle occupying the right space.
The parking data collection application 143 may threshold on the proximity score to
determine a valid parking spot using a threshold value, T. An exemplary thresholding operation
would be:

Total_counter = (T < left_proximity_score) + (T > right_proximity_score)
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The parking data collection application 143 or mapping service 105 may avoid doublecounting empty parking spaces when there are multiple nearby active detecting vehicles by
sensing nearby active detecting vehicles and renormalizing the counter.

502

504

FIG. 5
In FIG. 5, two vehicles 502 and 504 reporting empty space data to the mapping service
105 are near each other, and a naïve thresholding implementation will lead to double-counting
and thus an overestimate of the total number of empty parking spaces in a region. The vehicles
may report their absolute positions (for example, with the vehicle GPS coordinates from head
unit 110). The vehicles 502 and 504 or mapping service 105 may use proximity information to
correct double counting.
The parking data collection application 143 or mapping service 105 may add a “penalty
term” if two vehicles share an empty and valid parking spot. At the vehicle, the thresholding
equation may be:
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total_counter = (T < left_proximity_score) +
(T > right_proximity_score) - penalty_term
where the penalty_term = 0.5.
FIGS 2-5 show a perpendicular parking example that would also apply to angle parking.
For parallel parking, the vehicle may do a similar process. The vehicle may detect any valid spot
to the front or back using front and back cameras. The vehicle may determine if any vehicle is in
any such valid spot using front and back proximity sensors.

23

FIG. 6
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FIG 6 shows a possible display produced at computing device 120 from the mapping
service 105. A similar display may be produced at head unit 100. The empty parking space
results may be pooled together and summarized by the mapping service 105 to indicate likely
empty parking space areas with an estimated available parking space count. In this case, the
empty parking space data is used to create a heatmap or other distribution presentation that may
be added or overlayed on a mapping application.
It is noted that the techniques of this disclosure may be combined with any other suitable
technique or combination of techniques. As one example, the techniques of this disclosure may
be combined with the techniques described in Margreiter et al., “A Concept for Crowdsourcing
of In-Vehicle Data to Improve Urban On-Street Parking”, ResearchGate June 2015
DOI:10.13140/RG.2.1.3277.6723. In another example, the techniques of this disclosure may be
combined with the techniques described in U.S. Patent Application Publication No.
US 2018/0315311. In yet another example, the techniques of this disclosure may be combined
with the techniques described in European Patent Application Publication EP 2608184. In yet
another example, the techniques of this disclosure may be combined with the techniques
described in U.S. Patent Application Publication No. US2019/0276010. In yet another example,
the techniques of this disclosure may be combined with the techniques described in Tiedemann
et al., “Concept of a Data Thread Based Parking Space Occupancy Prediction in a Berlin Pilot
Region” Artificial Intelligence for Transportation: Advice, Interactivity and Actor Modeling:
Papers from the 2015 AAAI Workshop. In yet another example, the techniques of this disclosure
may be combined with the techniques of the Parknav system described at
https://www.startengine.com/parknav and http://widget.parknav.com/biz. In yet another example,
the techniques of this disclosure may be combined with the techniques described in U.S. Patent
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No. 6,927,700. In yet another example, the techniques of this disclosure may be combined with
the techniques described in U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2012/0161985. In yet
another example, the techniques of this disclosure may be combined with the techniques
described in U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2008/0048885. In yet another example, the
techniques of this disclosure may be combined with the techniques described in U.S. Patent
Application Publication No. 2008/0262714. In yet another example, the techniques of this
disclosure may be combined with the techniques described in U.S. Patent Application
Publication No. 2009/0171567. In yet another example, the techniques of this disclosure may be
combined with the techniques described in U.S. Patent Application Publication No.
2011/0140922. In yet another example, the techniques of this disclosure may be combined with
the techniques described in U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2012/0098677.
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